
STILL EQUITY FUND Data as of December 31, 2017

Number of participations 76.563

NAV per participation 98,84

Investment Objective

Performance (%) Month Qtd Ytd

Fund 1,43% 0,53% 2,45%

Benchmark 0,92% 0,73% 10,09%

Portfolio Exposure

Top 5 Holdings % of NAV Geographic Exposure % of NAV Sector Exposure % of NAV

VanEck Gold Miners ETF 4,8% Europe (EMEA) 77% Industrials 24%

CRH 4,7% Americas 15% Healthcare 20%

Ryanair 4,5% Asia-Pacific 2% Consumer Disc 18%

Royal Dutch Shell 4,5% Cash 5% Consumer Staples 15%

Roche 4,4% Energy 7%

Financials 3%

Technology 2%

Market Capitalization (EUR) % of NAV Concentration Real Estate 3%

> 10bn 78% Top 5 23% Japan (ETF) 2%

1 < 10bn 17% Top 10 43% Cash 5%

< 1 bn 0%

Fund terms Service providers

Inception March 31, 2015 Investment Manager Privium Fund Management

Management fee 1,25% Investment Advisor M partners

Performance fee N/A Depositary Darwin Depositary Services

Minimum subscription EUR 10,000 Custodian ABN AMRO Clearing Bank

Dealing frequency Monthly Administrator Custom House Fund Services

Redemption 10d notice Auditor Ernst & Young Accountants

ISIN NL0011055249 Legal Advisor Van de Kamp & Co.

Benchmark NDEEE18 Index2 Fiscal Advisor STPtaxlawyers
1 see Prospectus for details             2 MSCI Europe total return Index

Since inception

-1,13%

5,30%

The fund seeks to invest in high quality businesses where temporary adverse circumstances have 

rendered the shares attractive from a valuation perspective. Higher quality businesses are more likely to 

grow and compound cash flow. Risk is identified not in terms of volatility or benchmark deviation but is a 

function of overpaying or overestimating a company's prospects. The Fund employs a high degree of 

conservatism on both these fronts. Consistency and patience are crucial to the successful 

implementation of the Fund's strategy. The holding of cash in the absence of opportunity simply makes 

sense. In seeking to outperform its benchmark, the Fund will invest primarily but not exclusively in 

European listed securities. Fund assets will be relatively concentrated as the portfolio will generally 

consist of 25-30 positions.

DISCLAIMER:

Privium Fund Management B.V. (Privium) is authorised and regulated by the Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets (www.afm.nl) as an

Alternative Investment Fund Manager (AIFM). Both Privium as well as the Fund are held in the register of the AFM. This communication is neither an offer

to sell nor a solicitation to invest. Past performance is not indicative of future results. The value of investments and any income generated may go down

as well as up and is not guaranteed. For more information, please refer to the Key Investor Information Document or ‘KIID’ and the Prospectus on the

website of Privium (www.priviumfund.com/funds).
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW:
Portfolio activity during the quarter was high as three investments were exited and replaced by five new positions.

The equity allocation increased slightly during the quarter. Three holdings were exited during the quarter – Daimler,
Berkshire Hathaway and Hibernia. We decided to exited Daimler following its strong rebound from the July lows. The
company did reveal solid results in its Q3 report and the headline valuation does not seem stretched. Our issue is that
we judge Q3 and year to date results to be as good as it gets. A sizeable portion of the company’s cash generation is
being eaten up to service the company’s large pension deficit and more important being diverted to a rising R&D
budget in an effort not to fall behind in the race to commercialise electric vehicles. With US and European car sales
now fully recovered from the post financial crisis collapse, the future growth path has also become more uncertain.

Since our initial investment in Berkshire Hathaway, we have reaped the benefits of both a steadily rising book value
and a strong valuation rerating. The stock now sells for approximately 1.6x book value which is at the top end of its 10-
year historic range. Similarly, we also judged the valuation cushion in Hibernia to have largely dissipated. Having
initially sold for an attractive discount to NAV, the stock finished the year selling at a premium. While the outlook for
Irish commercial rents remains strong, NAV progression for Hibernia will become more challenging.

Five new investments were initiated during the quarter – Greencore, WPP, Total, Hammerson and the iShares MSCI
Japan ETF. Greencore is the leading manufacturer of food to go (sandwiches, sushi and salads) in both the UK and
more recently the US following its recent acquisition of Peacock. The last two years have witnessed margins, returns
and cash flow come under pressure as the company has engaged in a substantial capital investment and acquisition
plan. These efforts should see sales double over the next three years and 2017 should mark the trough in terms of
margins and cash flow as positive operating leverage comes through from new sales and US cost synergies. However,
investors’ initial enthusiasm for the story has soured as patience has seemingly run out following some delays in the
company’s growth ambitions. The result is a share price decline of over -40% from its highs and an absolute valuation
that has not been this low since 2013. We are comfortable in the sustainability of the company’s growth trajectory
and view the current valuation as providing an ample margin of safety in this investment.

WPP is the largest global advertising agency and a direct competitor to Publicis which we have held in the portfolio for
some time. The entire sector has come under pressure due to low 2017 growth rates and increasing investor concern
that new competition from consultants and digital media players has structurally lowered the expected growth
potential of advertising agencies. WPP has also fallen victim to this lower growth scenario and has had to revise lower
its growth expectations during the course of 2017. The result has been a substantial derating of the stock with the
share price down -32% since March despite 2017 earnings ‘only’ being downgraded by -5%. The result is that the
company now trades at its lowest absolute valuations since 2012, pays a sustainable dividend of 4.5% and still
generates a free cash flow yield of 8%. Simply put – there is a lot of negative news built into the current share price.
This even though the company has had a strong 2017 in terms of winning new business which should feed into 2018
growth prospects. In addition, 2018 will see the benefit of Winter Olympics in South Korea, the FIFA World Cup in
Russia and the mid-term elections in the US. Even if the company is not able to return to its ‘normal’ 10-15% earnings
growth trajectory, the current entry level offers a very attractive reward potential.

With the addition of Total to the portfolio, we now believe that we have exposure to the two most attractive oil
majors based on expected volume growth and current valuation (Royal Dutch is the other holding). Total’s results over
the first nine months of 2017 would reveal that almost $4 billion of free cash flow after capex was generated which
more than adequately covers the dividend – a key concern for virtually all the major oil companies heading into this
year. In fact, with further cost cutting to come, Total is already cash flow breakeven at $45 oil price. With the current
price recently breaking through $60, the company is easily able to sustain its 5% dividend yield while continuing to pay
down debt. This increasing financial flexibility is currently not discounted in the current share price and we would
expect some positive news for shareholders in 2018 in the form of a resumption of dividend increases or share
buybacks.
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Investors are currently making little differentiation between global retail REITs ignoring large discrepancies in
geographical exposure, asset quality or management track record. Hammerson, the largest UK listed retail REIT, has
suffered from the combination of increased investor anxiety over structural changes in retail and signs of cyclical
weakness in UK consumer spending. The result has been a -26% correction in its stock price since 2015. The market is
valuing the company at an approximate -34% discount to the current value of its underlying assets. This valuation
ignores the quality and attraction of the company’s European assets demonstrated by its growth in both rental income
and NAV which stands in contrast to the negative returns of its competitors on these two metrics. Furthermore, 48%
of Hammerson’s assets are invested in France, Ireland and Premium Outlets. The latter two are showing strong
operational momentum while French consumer confidence is experiencing a sharp rebound from very depressed
levels. The most recent results reveal that the company continues to beat expectations on both rental income growth
and leasing activity. In brief, the current discount to intrinsic value is exaggerated for such a high-quality company and
investors are paid a 4.7% dividend while they wait for market recognition of this undervaluation.

Investing in Japanese equities during the last 25 years has mostly been a recipe for disappointment. The country has
promised many false dawns and until recently has been stuck in a deflationary spiral that has devastated corporate
profitability. The actions of the Abe government do finally seem to be bearing fruit. Real GDP has grown for seven
consecutive quarters and measures of inflation are no longer in negative territory. The profits of Japanese companies
have exploded in 2017 and are expected to continue growing by +40% in Q4. Yet, investors have been more
circumspect in their willingness to invest and remain largely underweight leaving index valuations at highly attractive
levels. Given the sustained improvement in corporate profitability, we judge it to be an attractive entry point into the
Japanese market.

Readers of our monthly and quarterly updates will be familiar with our growing concerns over stretched market
valuations. Expectations embedded in equity prices are reaching extreme levels that are vulnerable to any unforeseen
shock or disappointment. Paradoxically, as the valuation risk of the market has risen we have found more investment
opportunities despite our strict investment criteria. To put this in perspective, in the first eight months of 2017 we had
only initiated one new investment. In the last four months we have added six new names to the portfolio. How do we
reconcile this apparent contradiction?

Simply, this is the investor behavior that one should expect to emerge in the final stages of a strong market advance.
Strong index returns force active managers to chase performance. The resulting myopic focus on returns leads to a
shift towards those investments demonstrating strong recent returns regardless of the potential downside risk. In the
current market, the technology and industrial sectors have delivered when judged on stock performance and positive
earnings revisions. To free up resources to invest in these popular sectors, investors must obviously dispose of the
lagging sectors or those companies with temporary issues that are preventing their participation in the market
advance. Just as the purchase of the popular stocks is performed with little consideration of the underlying valuations,
so too is the sale of the unpopular stocks executed. In this context, it is not surprising that our recent purchases have
been made in sectors which have significantly lagged the market in 2017 – Energy, Advertising Agencies, Pharma and
Food Retail. With a highly supportive valuation underpin, we do expect that even in a likely market correction these
holdings should post positive returns.

Two months do not make a trend, but the last two months of the year did witness an apparent shift in investor flows
away from the expensive momentum stocks that had performed so strongly for much of 2017, into the previously
ignored value category of companies of which our equity portfolio is comprised. This nascent trend resulted in a solid
outperformance of our equity holdings during November and December.
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OUTLOOK:
We enter 2018 with overall confidence in the global economy and global stock markets at multi-year highs. The chart
below depicts US Consumer Confidence which has recovered strongly and while there may have been more extreme
optimism in 1968 and 2000, we are clearly in a zone of confidence.

The following chart reveals investor optimism as measured from investment advisors in the US which stands at levels
higher than in both 2000 and 2007.

The irony depicted by both charts is the poor forward looking returns when strong equity momentum and a positive
economic outlook combine to forge a bullish consensus. We believe that we are close to an inflexion point in markets
which will see the valuation stretch in both equity and fixed income markets start to reverse. We do not judge it a bold
call to suggest that markets in 2018 will be more difficult than the ‘unusual’ calm markets of 2017. Historically low
volatility years have always been followed by some degree of a drawdown the following year with the average decline
coming in at -12%. In addition, 2018 will bring with it the added uncertainty of US Congressional midterm elections.
Since 1962, every midterm year has witnessed sizeable market declines with the average decline at -18%.

The portfolio has shied away from holding the popular growth stocks that have performed strongly in 2017 due to our
concerns of the valuation risk of these stocks. To put this valuation premium in perspective, consider the following. A
database of almost 1300 listed US stocks would reveal a trailing median price to earnings ratio of 26.9 which is
approximately 37% higher than the normal valuation as measured since 1980. This means that half of the 1300
companies had a multiple higher than 26.9. However, the median of the price to earnings ratio of the 448 ‘growth’
stocks within this universe is over 43 (remember half of these stocks have higher multiples).
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This is a 70% premium to the normal valuation of these companies as measured since 1980. Given the reality of these
valuations we do not find it a stretch to suggest that global equity markets are starting to display signs of euphoric
behavior with many investors seemingly forgetting about valuation risk in their desire to chase the market higher.

The portfolio remains exposed to those areas of undervaluation and we continue to avoid those sectors and stocks
where valuation risk is most extreme. Our current portfolio holdings combine a highly desired mix of operational
improvement and low valuations and we remain confident of its future return potential. As we enter 2018 there are a
number of potential events that can severely challenge the cosy consensus view of a recovering global economy with
no inflation threat and strongly rising corporate earnings. That said, we remain confident that the portfolio is very well
positioned for the prevailing economic and market environment, and expect to deliver attractive, positive long-term
returns to our patient investors.
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